
Grants 2013

Our Clients’ Giving
GMA Foundations’ team worked
alongside fi� y independent
foundations and individual donors in
2013 to help them maximize their
philanthropic impact and connect
more deeply with their communities,
boards and families.

GMA’s clients awarded over $37 million 
in grants to more than 1,100 nonprofits
around the world. As a whole, these

funders gave 18 percent more than 
in 2012 and focused 74 percent of 
their giving in New England. Grants for
education increased from $9.9 million
to $10.6 million, and grants to human
service providers increased from
$7 million in 2012 to $8.7 million in 2013. 

The stories behind the grants tell of 
people helping others live better lives.

Great grantmaking marries the drive for 
e� ectiveness with compassion, which 
lies at the root of all giving. Even as we rely 
increasingly on metrics, the grants that 
make us most proud focus on people. 
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Fi� y years a� er President Johnson
declared a War on Poverty, our clients
directed 23 percent of their giving to
human services. Grantmakers
supported multi-pronged poverty
alleviation programs and invested
heavily in e� orts to prepare our youth
for healthy, self-su�  cient lives. Nearly
three-quarters of the human services
grants made to benefit a specific 
population targeted children and 
youth.

100%  Human Services  $8,672,096 

60%  Population Focused $5,159,468

 Children and Youth  $3,674,250  71%

 Immigrants  $487,380  10%

 Women and Girls  $402,638  8%

 Seniors  $318,200  6%

 People with Disabilities  $277,000  5%

40%  Population Unspecified  $3,512,628

Human Service Grants by Population Focus

Grants by Focus Area 
GMA Clients 2013 

$37,342,956
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Funding Possibilities
A foundation’s grantmaking strategy reflects its unique history and a particular 
view of a challenging, complicated world. With GMA Foundations as an ally, 
trustees can confidently test that view, engage in meaningful giving and 
consider the impact of their philanthropy.

Informed by their own experiences, families and communities, trustees’ 
decisions recognize leadership, vision and the capacity to create change. 
Each of these profiled grants represents a strong belief in possibilities.

1 Tackling chronic homelessness 

The Massachusetts Housing 
and Shelter Alliance (MHSA) seeks 
permanent housing solutions for the 
chronically homeless to reduce the 
costs of emergency care and end 

homelessness. The advocacy group‘s 
Housing First strategy has realized both 
better outcomes and significant financial 
savings to the state through focused 
medical and mental health care.  

Now, a pioneering pay-for-success 
model will take the program to scale. 
If successful, this bold initiative will 
provide permanent supportive housing 
to 400-600 people within four years, 
reducing the state’s chronic 
homelessness by 40 percent and 
bringing an investment return to its 
private investors.

Through its Strategic Grants program, 
the Clipper Ship Foundation provided 
timely support to MHSA, allowing it to 
update its data systems to track 
housing, service usage and retention. 
This infrastructure grant readied MHSA 
for participation 
in this high-stakes 
scaling enterprise. 

“The most e� ective advocates for the concept of Housing First 
were the health care professionals. Their enthusiasm convinced 
me that there are tremendous improvements in people’s health 
associated with housing.”        CHAIRMAN OF THE CLIPPER SHIP FOUNDATION
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3 Improving economic mobility 

Jobs that pay family-
sustaining wages increasingly require 
education beyond high school. Yet for 
low-income parents trying hard to 
meet their families’ basic needs, 
acquiring further education can be a 
daunting prospect.

Nonprofits working with struggling 
families are challenged to address 
complex underlying issues. Studies 
point to the negative e� ects of 
persistent poverty on cognitive 
functioning. Armed with research 
showing that deficits in decision-
making and related functions can be 
reversed, the Crittenton Women’s 
Union (CWU) has designed programs 
for low-income women to develop 
their executive functioning skills. 

The Anna B. Stearns Charitable 
Foundation, dedicated to the self-
su�  ciency of women and girls, 
supports CWU’s Mobility Mentoring® 
which o� ers short-term education 
and cognitive skill-building courses, 

and goal-oriented mentoring. The 
program helps participants identify 
immediate steps towards economic 
self-su�  ciency and has shown 
dramatic results for these women and 
their children.

2 Empowering youth to succeed  
Troubled family lives leave 

many young people homeless, 
court-involved and in the care of 
foster families. But very few youth 
leaving foster care obtain a college 
degree, and three-quarters 
“graduate” from state custody 
unemployed. Recognizing the 
advantages of a strong family, the 
Linden Foundation funds 
comprehensive, community-based 
programs that strengthen 
disadvantaged families and help 
individuals build the skills needed to 
succeed.

The foundation helps to build a 
support structure for young people 
facing di�  cult odds with grants to 
More Than Words. This bookstore 
and café is an innovative social 
enterprise empowering youth to 
“take charge of their lives by taking 
charge of a business.”  

As they learn marketable business 
skills, participants also master life 
skills. Opportunities can lead to 
success: within two years of program 
completion, 61 percent of participants 
obtain employment and 34 percent 
enroll in post-secondary education.
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GMA Foundations works with individual 

grantmakers and private, corporate and 

community foundations to establish and 

achieve philanthropic goals. We partner 

with our clients at every stage of growth 

with services ranging from strategy to 

administration. Our combined 

understanding of the complex issues of 

philanthropy and the day-to-day 

administration of grantmaking informs 

every client engagement.

Navigating transitions
GMA worked with two generations of a 
well-known philanthropic family to 
evaluate their governance structure 
and future grantmaking priorities. The 
younger generation had begun to 
disperse, leading the foundation 
trustees to consider questions of 
succession, legacy, mission and 
commitment to the family’s home city.

GMA conducted interviews and 
facilitated a retreat where the board 
considered alternative scenarios.  
In-depth, guided discussion concluded 
with recommendations for larger 
grants and for increased funding 

outside of their geographic area, 
especially when there was a chance to 
replicate a home-city success in the 
new home of a family trustee. 

With a view to the future, the board 
eliminated its two-tiered structure, 
developed a plan to share board 
leadership between “home” and 
“elsewhere,” and initiated thinking 
about including the next generation 
of young adults.

GMA’s advising practice spans areas of 

concern to individual donors and 

foundations, and incorporates many 

voices. We specialize in listening to the 

hopes, preferences and expectations of 

trustees, key advisors and community 

members. We then provide guidance to 

the board as a whole as it finds the 

governance model, grant program, 

operating style and management 

structure that are most satisfying and 

e� ective.
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Mission and strategy   Point of contact Board governance

Program development Program administration Succession and transition advice

Community needs analysis  Meeting and report preparation Leadership development

Proposal review  Bookkeeping and record keeping Executive coaching

Site visits and funder briefings  Trustee fiduciary support  Start-up assistance

Communications  Budgets and payout forecasts Sta�  and trustee training

Reporting and evaluation  Financial statements Retreats and workshops

Financial Management 
& AdministrationGrantmaking Advising

We are trusted advisors
and active practitioners


